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As a sequel to a previous announcement [3], the author can now give a
complete classification up to homotopy type of which spaces can occur as fixed
point sets of smooth actions of a given compact Lie group on disks. The result
is contained in Theorems 1 to 3 below. For a group G, G0 denotes its identity
component.
1. Let G be a compact Lie group, and F a finite CW complex.
Then there exists a smooth action of G on a disk with fixed point set having the
homotopy type of F if and only if:
1. G s Tn {n > 1): F is Z-acyclic;
2. G0 a torus and \G/G0\ = pa (p prime, a> 1): F is Zp-acyclic,
3. G0 not a torus or G/G0 not of prime power order: x(F) =.1 (mod nG)
for some fixed integer nG.
THEOREM

In order to describe the calculations of nG, some classes of finite groups
are defined, as in [3] and [4]. G1 denotes the class of all G with normal subgroup P of prime power order, such that G/P is cyclic. For q prime, GP denotes
the class of all G with normal subgroup H E G1 of g-power index. Then one gets
2. 1. If G0 is not a torus, then nG = 1.
2. If G0 is a torus, then nG = nG ,G .
3. If G is finite, then nG = 0 if and only ifGeG1;ifG£G1
any prime q, q\nG if and only if G G G*7.
THEOREM

then for

In Theorem 1, the necessity of the conditions in (1) and (2) follow from
standard Smith theory. Sufficiency follows in (2) from Jones [2], and in (1) is
trivial (G*Fis contractible and can be thickened up to a disk action by Theorem
6 of [4]).
For finite G, the existence of nG and the calculations in Theorem 2, part 3,
were proven in [4]. Furthermore, if G0 is a torus and G^G0> then F clearly
has the homotopy type of the fixed point set of a disk action of G if and only
if it does the same for G/G0, so nG = nG/G . The case where G0 is nontoral
will be dealt with below; the above theorems say that any finite homotopy type
can occur as fixed point set for such G.
The following result, completing the calculation of nG, was obtained in
AMS (MOS) subject classifications (1970). Primary 57E25; Secondary 55C35.
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